Maturation of respiratory control in the behaving mammal.
Whereas in vitro techniques have contributed greatly to our understanding of detailed neuronal mechanisms of respiratory control, the integrated function of respiratory behavior requires studying conscious, unsedated subjects. Noninvasive approaches, meticulous chronic instrumentation for the recording of multiple respiratory indices, and correlations with brain studies performed after physiological manipulations in vivo can all be employed to get to some understanding of the maturation of respiratory control in the mammal. This article is a selective and critical overview of recent literature on methodologies that can be used in behaving subjects, the relationship of respiration to sleep-wake states, respiratory patterns during normoxia, and on respiratory responsiveness to hypercarbia and hypoxia, all emphasizing processes during development. It is hoped that this review will encourage new investigators interested in the regulation of breathing to resort to experimental approaches that will reveal the mysteries of respiratory behavior in the integrated organism.